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高一英语第四期·语法自测

II. Grammar and Vocabulary 高一

Directions: Beneath each of the following sentences there are four choices marked A, B, C and D. Choose the one
answer that best completes the sentence. 非

1. – There’s a hole in your bag.
– I know. I am going to have it _____.
A. mend B. mending C. mended D. to be mended

2. The next morning she found the man in bed, _____ dead.
A. lying B. lie C. lay D. laying

3. Tell him _____ the window.
A. to shut out B. not to shut C. to not shut D. not shut

4. The furniture _____ on October 15 was seriously damaged because of a road accident.
A. being delivered B. having delivered
C. having been delivered D. delivered

5. – Good morning. Can I help you?
– I’d like to have this package _____, madam.
A. be weighed B. to be weighed C. to weigh D. weighed

6. All _____ will be present at the conference.
A. parties concerned B. parties concerning
C. concerned parties D. concerning parties

7. _____ more attention, the trees could have grown better.
A. Given B. To give C. Giving D. Having given

8. The murderer was brought in, with his hands _____ behind his back.
A. being tied B. having tied C. to be tied D. tied

9. The secretary worked late into the night, _____ a long speech for the president.
A. to prepare B. preparing C. prepared D. was preparing

10. The _____ world population is the result of recent advances in medical science.
A. increased B. increase C. being increasing D. increasing

11. _____ it with me and I’ll see what I can do.
A. When left B. Leaving C. If you leave D. Leave

12. The purpose of new technologies is to make life easier, _____ it more difficult.
A. not make B. not to make C. not making D. do not make

13. When I got back home I saw a message pinned to the door, ____ “Sorry to miss you; will call later.”
A. read B. reads C. to read D. reading

14. I’ve worked with children before, so I know what _____ in my new job.
A. expected B. to expect C. to be expecting D. expects

15. Some people believe that some numbers show the _____ side of a person’s personality.
A. hiding B. hid C. hidden D. hide
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